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NB GEORGINA D
£34,000.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Style

Semi-Traditional

Berth

4

Length

45ft

+ 45ft Cruiser 1990
+ Hull by Colecraft
HULL:
This 45ft semi trad Colecraft hull has a reported thicknesses 8/6/4mm, the last hull survey 2016.
She was out of the water and re blacked in Jan of this year and she has 6 anodes ﬁtted in July
2019.

Her livery is a grey roof and dark blue sides. With Cream coach lines with maroon handrail and
maroon bow area. She has matching dark blue bow and stern covers.
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FIT OUT:
Professional ﬁt Out in Oak faced ply below the gunnel, a horizontal tongue and groove above
the gunnel and a smooth ceiling with the trademark handmade hardwood beams across the
ceiling. There is a mixture of vinyl and carpeted ﬂoor throughout the boat.

SALOON:
Entrance through the front is in to the saloon area down on step. To either side of the door are
cupboards, one a corner unit with TV above and the other a set of shelves for books maps etc.
The two green armchairs chairs also convert to extra sleeping accommodation. To the end of
the saloon is a morso squirrel stove set on a hearth with dark green tiles behind. Opposite is a
free standing folding table. There are two large windows and for the evening there are a number
of attractive wall lights.

GALLEY:
The L shaped galley has a cream tiled worktop with an inset stainless steel sink and drainer set
under the window, on the bulkhead to the side is a morco water heater new 2019, and a display
shelf. A new Thetford oven/grill and 4 ring hob were also installed in 2019. Under the worktop
there is a 12v waeco fridge with icebox. There are a number of bespoke oak units and a drawer.
Opposite is a slimline storage cupboard. Heading out of the galley towards the bathroom is a
large larder cupboard oﬀering ﬂoor to ceiling storage, with several shelves currently inside.

BATHROOM :
Is partially tiled with white tiles and some decorative tiles set in. It has a Traveler dump-through
(pump out) toilet next to a vanity unit with wash hand basin set in. Above the sink is an
additional storage cupboard with mirrored doors and open shelves. A shower with curtain and a
thermostatic mixer. A small window with privacy glass and blind over ensures there is plenty of
light in this bathroom.

BEDROOM:
Has a ﬁxed double with Shelf and reading lights over. There is storage under the bed accessed
through lift up panels and a small wardrobe at the foot of the bed. With decorative shelving
attached. There is also access to the rear of the boat through a side door.
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ENGINE ROOM & ELECTRICS
Under the semi trad area is set the engine, a Thornycroft T80 diesel engine built in 1990, last
serviced in July 2019. she has a PRM 150 gearbox attached and a 95amp alternator. There is 1
starter battery and three domestic batteries attached to a Phonix 12v/800W inverter, there are
also two solar panels with management system, ﬁtted 2019 (2 x 115W).

OTHER EQUIPMENT:
2 x 13kg gas bottles, 3 ﬁre extinguishers and a ﬁre blanket. A pole and plank.Mooring
Equipment.

Category: Under Oﬀer

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
45 ft Cruiser style, 1990
Hull by Colecraft
F/O Colecraft
Thornycroft Engine
4 Berth - S/F stove
£34,000
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